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= 0 and KLP = L if and only if every finite-dimensional L-module is 
completely reducible. The latter implies that ExtV(i)(Af, iV)=0 for 
all F(L)-modules M and Nf finite dimensional or not, and therefore 
all F(L)-modules are projective and V(L) has global dimension zero, 
i.e., Ext7(L)(M, N) = 0 for all n> 1 and for all M and N. 
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In this paper, we state some of the results obtained by application 
of the methods of [4] to the study of the cohomology of the Steenrod 
algebra A. In brief, our results are a complete determination of 
H8'l{A) for t — s â 42 in the mod 2 case, and for t — s 
g:2(p-l)(2p2+p+2)-4: in the mod p case, p>2. Due to the exist
ence of the Adams spectral sequence [ l ] , these results give informa
tion about the stable homotopy groups of spheres. 

We recall that the mod p Adams spectral sequence {Er} (for the 
sphere) has differentials 5r: E

s
r'

i—:>E?r
+r,t+r~1 and satisfies the proper

ties: 

(1) E?S±H'-*{A) as a Zp-algebra. 
(2) Each Er is a differential Zp-algebra. 
(3) {£*» I / — s — k} provides a composition series for 7rk(S; p) (relative 

to a suitable filtration); here irk(S, p) denotes the stable homot
opy group Wk(S) modulo the subgroup of elements whose order 
is finite and prime to p. 
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